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FEE TRANSPARENCY: PART 2

WHY DO WE NEED FEE 
TRANSPARENCY?
Getting to fee alignment is key for asset managers, asset owners and 
investment consultants alike. Here are the main ways fee transparency 
can help industry participants avoid failure and drive greater success.

Stronger Relationships
Detecting fee and performance disparities – such 
as fees that are out of line with industry averages 
– drives more confident and fair negotiations for 
all participants, which lead to stronger long-term 
relationships.

Greater Pricing Efficiency
Fee transparency is good for all market participants in 
reaching fee alignment and, ultimately, creating pricing 
efficiency across the institutional investment market.

Stronger Competitive Position
Asset managers who use accurate sources and granular 
post-negotiated fee data can appropriately benchmark 
themselves against peers, bid with confidence, win new 

mandates, and grow their assets.

Maximized Returns
The ability to maximize the total return for each unit of 
cost enables investment consultants and asset owners 

to meet their fiduciary responsibilities.

Improved Pricing Strategies
Having access to accurate, granular post-negotiated fee 

data enables asset managers to effectively price new 
products and have data for internal pricing strategy 

reviews.

Deeper Fee Performance Analysis
Access to actual paid fee data allows investment 

consultants and asset managers to assess manager 
fees vs. performance across their book of business and 

pinpoint fee outliers against industry averages.

Better Meeting Preparation
When asset managers can right-size fees for new plan 

types and mandate sizes, they are better prepared 
for meetings with investment consultants and asset 

owners.

Enhanced Manager Selection
Asset allocators can gain the confidence and trust of 
their clients who rely on them to optimize portfolio 

performance and proactively manage portfolio fees.
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